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The written version of ShivBaba’s murli audio cassette 47 Kampil 
(the level of the advanced knowledge) 
 
The text of the murli 
(The translation amended on 28.06.2010) 
Side A 

  
This is the avyakt vani of 22.05.89. The revised course. The date wasn’t mentioned. 119 page in register number 11. Today 

BapDada were checking the pota mails of his 3 types of children. There were 3 types of children giving their pota mails. Which 3 types are 
they? The first one – the mouth-born Brahmins who cooperate with BapDada in the work of establishment of the new world. They are 
mouth-born progeny (mukh vanshavali). The second one – the devotees remaining always in intoxication of remembering or invoking 
BapDada or the other Brahmins. They remember BapDada and they are also engaged in remembering or invoking the other Brahmins. Those 
devotees remain intoxicated in this. And the third one – the Yadavas who have been made instrumental in transformation of the old world. 
They are instrumental in the transformation of the old world. Who? The Yadavas. What do they do? [Students: Transformation.] How do 
they make the transformation? Do they destroy the world or do they transform it? [Students are saying: They destroy it. They destroy and 
bring the new world.] They do destroy the old world. How do they bring the new world? Hm? [A student is saying something.] Yes, if they 
don’t bring the destruction, we will not be able have the new world. The work of establishment has to be completed through the connection 
of these three [groups]. Through the connection of the devotees, through the connection of the Yadavas, and through the connection of the 
children who are the mouth-born progeny. For this reason they [BapDada] were checking the pota mails of the activities of those three. The 
activities of those three are separate. What is the activity of the devotees? They are intoxicated in the remembrance. And what is the activity 
of the mouth-born Brahmin children? They cooperate with BapDada in establishment of the new world. And what about the Yadavas? They 
are transformers anyway, because the transformation cannot take place without their transformation. For example, Baba says, ‘What does 
Shankar do? Nothing at all.’ But whose head is he? [Students: Of the Yadavas.] He is the head of the Yadavas.  

Therefore, what did they see? Obviously, three types of the children, who were made instrumental in activities, were engaged in 
their activities. But unless there is extreme intensity in the activities of the performers of three types of activities – the extreme intensity – the 
end cannot take place. It is because the end is the indication of the extreme. There is force* in three activities. But only the full force* will 
bring the course of the action to its end. In the pota mails of the devotees, in the temporary fruit of the religious devotion that they have to 
receive, they saw that 75% devotees are selfish devotees driven by the name, respect, splendour. Which world does it concern? In which 
world are these three present? These three types of children? It is being about the children. It is not about those from outside. Will the pota 
mail of those from outside be taken? Whose pota mails are taken? [The pota mails] of the children are taken. What was said for the devotees? 
75% devotees are selfish devotees driven by the name, respect, splendour; this is why the account of the fruit of their actions is finished. The 
father doesn’t need to give them the fruit. The remaining 25% devotees are performing the religious devotion as the result of their affection 
number wise. And 75% devotees, having receiving the rewards, have filed their accounts of name and splendour. The remaining 25% are 
performing the religious devotion as the result of their affection. They have to receive the fruit of their religious devotion in this old world. 
Not is the new world. 75% have already received the reward. The remaining 25% will also receive the reward of the name, respect and 
splendour in this old world. They will not receive it in the new world, because the account of the religious devotion is finished now for half a 
cycle. Then, when will it start? The account of those devotees will start from the Copper Age. Over there, they will start performing the 
religious devotion again. The worship of Brahma, of the Brahmin family. What kind of procedure (gati vidhi) was seen? The devotees 
performed [worship] right now and they received the fruit of their devotion right now. It means that the fruit of temporary affection is 
received right now, temporarily. It is not accumulated for the future. The form of the reward of the devotees is similar to the ants getting 
wings and start flying with great happiness during the rainy season. They fly like this. But this temporary flight brings them to an end in the 
same season. What is the form of these devotees in the world of the Brahmins? They are devotees who don’t accept the father’s words, who 
don’t pay attention to them, but they cling to didis, dadis and dadas. It is because they think they thanks to clinging to them they will receive 
a lot of respect and position. What was said about their form? Like the ants that get wings in the rainy season and fly high with great 
happiness; and that flight itself finishes them in the same season. They have their reward and their end in the same place. The same concerns 
the devotees of today, meaning the Iron Aged tamopradhani devotees. They become happy with the temporary reward. For this reason, 
according to the drama, it is as if receiving the fruit by them has been finished. The souls emerge constantly, also in the tamopradhan 
shooting, don’t they? Only 5% activities to be rewarded have remained now. It has to be done.  

They will cry extremely, with full force*, they will call upon special shaktis. Give us blessing, give us power, and give us 
courage!. They will not call the father. They will call the shaktis. It will reach an extreme and will get finished. So, the register of the 
devotees’ pota mails have been finished. A little bit that remained is going to be finished now in the form “right now action, right now fruit”. 
This was the message about the devotees. 

The next is the message of the army of the Yadavas. What did they [BapDada] see in their pota mail? He saw question mark at 
their every step. A step? A question will arise at every step they take, meaning in every action they perform. They will become full of 
questions (prashn cit). A question mark* will be seen at their every step. They put a lot of pressure on speeding up. But as they speed up, 
they cannot go fast because of the wall of question marks* arising in front of them time after time. Which are those question marks? One is, 
‘Who should make a start?’ What? [A student is asking something.] Not a question. They are asking questions* anyway. Among them one is 
the main question. Who should start the work which the Yadavas have to do? Which work do they have to do? [A student: Of destruction.] 
Of destruction. ‘Should I do or should he do?’ The next one? What is the second question that arises? ‘Should we do it now; otherwise when 
should we do it?’ The third one? What will be its result? ‘Who should do it; when should it be done; and if one does it what will be its 
result?’ Sometimes the fire of anger is ignited. Sometimes the water in the form of thoughts about ‘what will happen’ cools the tiger-like fire. 
Anger cools down. The forth question, ‘Who is the inspirer (prerak) who brings about all this?’ Which bombs of destruction will the 
members of the Yadu Clan (Yadavanshi) in the world of the Brahmins explode? [Which bombs] are they going to explode? The people of the 
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world, those in the outside world have physical atom bombs. Baba said about them, ‘Such dirt will come out of them, the air will become so 
polluted that people will be finished off because of a mere breath.’ What about here? What air will it be? What bombs will there be, from 
which air like this will come out? [Student: Defamation.] Yes, the atom bomb in the form of defamation. They will bombard the loopholes* 
of great maharathisii! So, they are thinking, ‘Should we do it, otherwise who should do it?’ Who will make a start first? ‘Should we do it now 
or should we wait for some time.’ And then? They also think, ‘What will be the result of this? Will we survive or not?’ So, sometimes the 
fire of anger is ignited, sometimes a thought of common sense/understanding arises – what will be the result of it? So, they cool down. And 
what was the fourth question? ‘Who is the inspirer of all this?’ Who is the one who inspires this all to be done? Unfortunate fellows, they 
don’t know the name, but they receive stimulation. Those, who are Brahmins, the mouth born progeny of Brahma, know who the initiator is, 
who is bringing about all this and in which way is he doing it? The performer, who is bringing about all this, is the first chid of the Supreme 
Soul Father – the eldest child. Will he do construction* or destruction*? He will only do construction. But because the devotees and the 
Yadavas cannot recognise his form and cannot recognise his task, they think that he is blaming them. What do they consider the advance 
knowledge? They consider it as form of defamation of the great maharathis. [They consider that] it contains defamation. They don’t 
understand that this is the reality. The community of the Yadavas think, ‘We will do the same.’ But they don’t have knowledge, through 
which establishment could take place. They don’t have the truth. They will do the work which Baba has forbidden. Baba has forbidden, 
‘Don’t look at the others’ bad traits. Don’t see evil, don’t hear evil, don’t speak evil.’ It means that one must not see someone’s individual 
bad traits. There is a question of theory/general example (sidhant), which is given in a collective form. It is not a hint toward a certain person. 
A question of giving a general example is a question of knowledge. But referring especially to some person, referring to his life, attacking his 
weaknesses, attacking his loopholes* is exploding an atom bomb. When the loopholes* of seniors are revealed, what will the situation of the 
entire crowd of followers behind them be like? All of them will break off. Their reverence and faith will be broken. So, the question arises in 
them, ‘Who is the one who brings about all this?’ They got confused in this. They cannot decide who he is. What kind of their activity was 
seen? They are not able to understand themselves, ‘Who are we?’ Are we Pandavas, are we Kauravas, are we Yadavas? Finally who are we? 
The consciousness/awareness (hosh) and agitation (josh) – they are in this dilemma. For this reason they are troubled by themselves. When 
are they troubled by themselves? What reason was mentioned? They are in the dilemma of the consciousness and agitation. Dilemma. They 
can’t be carefree. Sometimes they become conscious, sometimes they become agitated, they become angry. They want to be alone, but the 
intellect is not concentrated. If they are doing a work like this, how will the intellect be concentrated? For this reason they repeatedly get 
agitated. They make plans very quickly; they get everything ready – the time, the army, the weapon, the place – they set* everything up. 
They consider that it has already happened. They set at what time they have use this driving force. They have also the army following them 
and their directions at the ready. They consider that it has already happened. They remain busy in fast preparation, but in the last second – the 
second of practice… Despite all the preparations being completed, there is the last second – the second of practice; in that second the signal* 
in the form of confusion sounds. For this reason, in their preparation there is a delay of only one second of the inspiration from the inspirer. It 
is not a big delay. It is a delay of one second of giving inspiration by the inspirer. If he gave stimulation, they would complete the work. 
Arrangements are ready, but they are waiting for that one second of inspiration. Now their activity has reached seconds. Arrangements have 
been completed, now they are waiting. For what? [A student is saying something.] Until the one who inspires, gives us inspiration. So, he 
saw their pota mail of complete preparation. They were ever ready! And the other two groups which were mentioned – the devotees and the 
Brahmin children the mouth-born progeny of Brahma – were not ever ready. The Yadavas are engaged in only one work. It is refined*, but 
they are finalising their preparations according to their reasoning. Until now one file to be finalised has remained. This was the message of 
the Yadavas.  

Do you want to listen to your own now? Those who take inspiration are ready, but what is the situation of those who inspire? Who 
is the one who inspires the Yadavas? [A student is saying something.] Hm? Who is the one who inspires the Yadavas? He will be the one 
who manages the Yadavas, won’t he? Who is he? [Students: Shankar.] Shankar. Will Shankar be alone or will he have his group? [Students 
are saying: He will have his group.] Hm? He will also have his group. [A student: There will be a party.] Yes, there will be the entire party. 
There will be the entire Rudra mala. There is a saying, ‘The one, who gives, gives, but the one who receives gets tired.’ But in this case the 
ones who receive are getting tired because of not receiving. Who are those who take? The community of the Yadavas. They are not receiving 
inspiration. For this reason they get tired again and again. Otherwise, they are ever ready*, but the one, who inspires them, is not inspiring 
them. The second page. Those who take are ready to take and those who give are engaged in themselves until now. ‘We should complete our 
preparations now, later we will give them inspiration.’ So, what was the pota mail of the mouth-born Brahmin progeny of Brahma like? Do 
you know it or should [BapDada] say what specialty he saw in the register* of the Brahmins? The majority* had emerged the auspicious 
wishes for the transformation of the world and the well-being of the world, ‘Let the transformation of the world of the Brahmins happen! Let 
there be well-being of the world of the Brahmins.’ The majority have this wish of well-being. But like the Yadavas’ speed is not fast because 
of a question mark*, in the same way the visible fruit of the elevated feelings of the Brahmins is still to be received, because some desires in 
the royal form merge in the auspicious wishes. Desires arise. In the Brahmins’ activity somersaults between both the auspicious wishes and 
desires in the royal form are going on. Sometimes they go in the high stage of the auspicious wishes, and sometimes having got entangled in 
the chains of their desires, they go in the low stage. This somersaulting is going on. Just like as if a bird in the form of desires eats up a ripe 
fruit. So, the in the process of the Brahmins transformation, because of not becoming the form of accomplishment, instead of wishes desires 
arise. Why? Because the one who has desires, cannot face situations that come to him. For this reason he is not the form of volcano in 
spiritual efforts. In reality the Brahmins’ form of volcano will ignite the flame of destruction. You must have had this experience that in those 
days, when there is more practice of yoga in the collective form, destruction gets its wings. Occasional rehearsals take place both in the 
outside world and in the Brahmin world. For this reason now, in the pota mail of the Brahmins the volcanic form of the last-so-fast* effort is 
going on. The work of the Yadavas is sort of completed. The work of the Pandavas is going to be completed. The Yadavas are waiting 
because of the Pandavas. The elevated dignity (shan) – the stage of the spiritual dignity (ruhani shan ki sthiti) of the Pandavas will bring the 
troublesome circumstances (pareshan ki sthiti) of the Yadavas to an end, when the Pandavas are fixed in which stage? [Students: The 
spiritual dignity.] In the stage of the spiritual dignity. What does it mean? In which stage do they come now? Instead of spirituality they 
come into body consciousness. So, give the blessing of peace and relief to the souls who are troubled by lack of dignity (apne shan se pare 
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shan atma). Did you understand? Did you listen to the pota mails of these three? All right! To those having the volcanic form, to those who 
transform all the perishable desires into elevated and auspicious wishes.... What kind of desires? Whatever desires we have for this world… 
[A student is saying something.] They are transitory desires. They are perishable desires. Because of it it will come to a delay. Delay is 
dangerous*. The work will not go quickly. To the children who are givers and givers of blessing giving the final transitory fruit in the form 
of boons and great gifts to the devotees....   

 
Side B 
....the customs of Iron Aged people are different and your customs are different. You are so many Miras at this time. The 

occupation of those people is to drown in the Ocean of Poison. What is there is the Ocean of Poison? Who is restless there? Worms. What do 
the worms do? A worm will bite the other worm, the other one will bite the third one, the third one will bite the first one – all the worms 
constantly bite each other. What biting is it about here? Baba said that the bite of the vice of lust was the greatest strike. This world has 
become a kind of the River of Poison. All of them in it constantly bite each other. What will happen, if there is no purity in the relationship? 
The mind will definitely be sorrowful. What? The Christians have this tradition that after leaving one husband they take the other one or after 
leaving one wife they take the other one. Won’t some sorrow arise when one does something like this? [Students are saying something.] 
Won’t those who leave and those who are left remember their previous relationships? [Students: They do.] Definitely they will. Especially in 
case of young unmarried women (kanya), because a young unmarried girl is pure. Indeed all her life she remembers the person who first 
influences her [lit: leaves an ‘imprint’ on her]. That remembrance certainly causes sorrow. It is called restlessness of worms. This world is 
the Ocean of Poison – the River of Poison. Even Mira didn’t like to eat and drink this poison. You are so many Miras at this time! You also 
shouldn’t like to drink this poison. What does it mean? You shouldn’t like to drink this poison, but how was the body which the Supreme 
Soul enters and plays the role shown in scriptures? The form which is worshiped in the world! What does he drink? [A student:  He drinks 
poison.] He drinks poison. When one is in the company of the one who drinks poison, how is it possible that he wouldn’t drink poison? 
[Students are saying something.] Hm? Let them speak who know Hindi properly. [A student: That brother is saying about ‘the blue throat’.] 
The blue throat (nil kant), yes! They show the blue throat. The blue throat means that he did drink poison, but it has no effect on the mind 
and intellect. Otherwise, it can be commonly seen that when the Brahmins become vicious... those days or that day when they go into vices, 
what will be the stage of the mind like? Will the churning of the ocean of knowledge go on or will it stop. [Students: It will stop.] It stops. 
But what about Shankar? [A students: It goes on.] It does go on. He is shown in the subtle world in the highest stage – in the stage higher 
than Brahma, in the stage higher than Vishnu, completely close to the Supreme Abode. If he wants, he can make his stage incorporeal in one 
second. In one second incorporeal, in one second subtle and in one second corporeal – you children have to practice this here. Who gave this 
direction? The subtle BapDada in the avyakt vani gave it. Some child emerges as the first one who reaches that stage, who achieves that 
stage. He keeps his mind and intellect saved from a strike of vices, which is called detachment* from the action. One has to perform actions 
through the organs of action but without attachment, not with attachment. So, will it be all the same whether he drunk poison or not, or will it 
have some effect? [Students: It is all the same.] It is all the same. There cannot be any influence. It will become non-action (akarm). What do 
the actions performed in the remembrance of the Supreme Soul Father become? They become non-actions. But there should be 100% 
remembrance. If there is 99% remembrance and 1% body consciousness while performing actions, it will definitely have an effect, an 
influence. You, mothers and young girls, come under the protection of the Supreme Soul Father, belong to the Father. Do those Miras drink 
poison or not? What would be said? Hm? [Students: They don’t drink.] Don’t they drink? Don’t they drink? Why? Why don’t they drink? 
All of you are Parvatis. All of you are Parvatis, Shiva is one. There are many brides, there are many shaktis. So, there are many Parvatis and 
Shiva is one. His memorial is shown in temples. Of what? The memorial of what? The memorial of the action. It was said in the vanis, ‘Your 
actions that you perform and your organs are worshiped in temples.’ In case of some deities, all the organs are worshiped. But what is 
worshiped in case of Shiva-Shankar? The worship of only the lingam has been shown. Along with whom? Along with Parvati. So, Baba gave 
the title, ‘All of you are Parvatis.’ Sooner or later all of you have to become Parvatis number wise according to efforts. But now, such time is 
going on at the present, when all the human beings of the entire world are vicious in the jail of Ravan, under the influence of Ravan. The 
kingdom of Ram hasn’t come now. There is being the omen of Rahu. It will not be said that there is full omen of Bhrihastpati over anyone. 
What does it mean? That everyone’s mind definitely shakes to a certain extent. [Students are saying something.] Hm? What? The sun 
(Surya). [Students are saying something.] Hm? Guru? [Students: The beginning (shuru).] Yes, it will be said that it is the beginning number 
wise. Not everyone makes efforts to the same extent. Only one Parvati will emerge whose intellect will not remain with any human being in 
this world, whose eyes will not chase after any human being in this world. The praise of that Parvati is 100% complete. All the others are 
[complete] to a certain percentage*. It means that the intellect of the one, who will be a companion of Prajapita in 21 births, will not swing 
despite coming into the colour of the company, despite being together with someone through the organs of action. The intellects of all the 
others will certainly swing to a certain extent. Why? Because what will be the system in the Golden Age? Every soul will receive a 
companion for 21 births. I give a companion for complete 21 births. Your worldly fathers – limited fathers – arrange a marriage for 1 birth; 
they  bind you in bonds with a companion for 1 birth. What about me? I give you a companion for complete 21 births. It is guaranteed. It is 
not subject to doubt that there is no adulteration over there. When one soul is bound with another one in the relationship of a male and female 
for 21 births, they will not tie a knot with some other soul. When all the Brahmin who make spiritual efforts here go to the Golden and Silver 
Ages, their cooperative shaktis will emerge who make spiritual efforts equal to them and will stay together for 21 births. The same applies to 
Prajapita. One shakti will emerge who reaches [the level of] Prajapita’s spiritual efforts. What will become all the other? [Students: Number 
wise.] What will those who drink poison become? [A student is saying: Subjects.] No! Miras. All of you are Miras, number wise. Some will 
drink poison in 1%. It means, if after belonging to the father someone remembered someone else, didn’t he drink poison through thoughts? 
[A student: One did.] Or if even for a while the eyes met with someone else, with some strange man, didn’t he drink poison? [Students: One 
did.] Didn’t he drink poison, if he had some secret talk with a strange man? [Students: He did.] Baba said in the vani, ‘They don’t understand 
how the colour of the company influences them.’ The young unmarried women (kanya) alone mustn’t even talk with strange men. It will also 
have an effect on her. The young unmarried women are most influenced by the colour of the company. Leave the issue of the surrendered 
mothers. It was said even for the young unmarried girls, ‘All of you are Miras.’ It means that all of you drink what? You drink poison. But, it 
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is not that. What? It is nothing something [… unclear recoding]. Why? It is because finally they have to become number wise. Some will go 
into the list of 16 000 gopis. Gop and gopi refer to those who formed an secret (gupt) relationship with the Supreme Soul Father. They didn’t 
reveal that secret relationship before the world. If they revealed it before the world…. What is the world like? It is the world of old customs 
and traditions. The world will not accept this. People of the Brahmins family can accept that the Supreme Soul Father himself is the only 
God the Supreme Husband (Pati Parameshvar) and no other man can be Pati Parameshvar. So, 16 000 gopis are praised. And the other 108 
queens (rani) who are given the position of patranis. In scriptures 8 queens are shown in the special stage of patranis. There are 8 patranis. 
They are those who didn’t keep their relationship secret. They revealed it. What? They felt that great force*, ‘We ourselves are Parvatis.’ 
What? ‘Compared with us who else can be Parvati?’ When they challenge in this way, what will be the examination of the challenge? The 
examination is really hard. Won’t the examination for in becoming a master of the world take place?  The examination will definitely take 
place. So, 8 such patranis emerge who do make a lot of efforts, who set themselves a very high target, but in confrontation with Maya they 
fall down on the ground. Some among the patranis always maintain the relationship. There are some who maintain the relationship from the 
beginning until the end, till the last hour, but in the last hour they become patrani. What? Pat means ‘fall down on the ground’ – she lost 
courage to confront Maya in the last hour, she couldn’t do it. 8 patranis come from 8 religions (dharm). Which are the vidharmiiii  religions? 
You know them: Islamic, Buddhist, Christian, Shankaracarya-Sanyas, Muslim, Sikh and Arya Samaji. That of Lenin and Stalin will not enter 
any list of 9 jewels (navratn) or 8 patranis. Those souls belong to the group of the subjects. They cannot receive any reward form the 
Supreme Soul, because they don’t believe in the Supreme Soul Father; they don’t believe in his creation, they don’t believe in paradise, they 
don’t believe in hell, they don’t believe in the soul, they don’t believe in the Supreme Soul, they don’t believe in any scripture. Where will 
they receive the reward from? Their work is to destroy. They don’t construct. Why should they receive the reward? 7 of 8 patranis who 
emerge belong to 7 religions including Arya Samaji. One of them was of the Kshatriya religion. The special one. What? The patrani of the 
Kshatriya religion making special spiritual efforts. In this way there are 8 patranis. 8 patranis make spiritual efforts number wise, but being 
defeated by Maya in the end they fall on the ground (pat men gir jati). For this reason they were named patranis. It is because they have 
connection with other religions. They are power souls indeed. The connection with other religions, which remained from the previous births, 
attracts them in its time in the shooting period and they fall down. Which religion was left now? [Students: The Deity Religion.] The Deity 
Religion. One Radha is such a soul that reaches the stage of the great queen (maharani).  

For this reason it was said, ‘All of you are what? All of you are Miras.’ The one who did [… unclear recording] work like this and 
belonged to the father and then she would betray him a little bit or more – someone betrays for along time, someone for some time, someone 
fails in the end; they have to experience the results of it. They become separate from the Supreme Soul Father and the conversion* into other 
religions take place. [A student is saying something.] 8 patranis, who become converted into others religions, cannot maintain that stage of 
purity which 100% Parvati – the one who takes across – achieves. Actually everyone was called Parvati. All of you are Parvatis to a certain 
percentage. But will the 100% Parvati be one or everyone? [Students: One.] There will be only one. In the same way everyone is Sita, 
everyone is in the jail of Ravan, but there will be percentage also in this, won’t there? Will the 100% Sita be one or everyone? [Students: 
One.] Only one will be 100% Sita. Who is she? [… unclear recording.] [Students: The soul of Parvati.] Is the soul of Parvati Radha as well as 
Mira? [Students are saying something.] No. It was said for Mira, ‘Mira, a servant.’ What occupation does she receive? Someone betrayed the 
Supreme Soul Father a little, someone a lot; someone for a long time, someone for a short time. So, those who betray the Supreme Soul 
Father receive a punishment and they will have to do some work under someone. Just like Baba said, ‘Ram and Sita will definitely have to 
become servants.’ Where will they become this? They will go to the Golden Age and they will become the mother and father giving births to 
Radha and Krishna. It means that there was such time in the shooting period* that Radha and Krishna gain victory over the souls of Sita and 
Ram in efforts. One takes birth where one gained victory. The souls gaining victory are born in the form of children from their parents. 
What? Why do the parents clean faeces of their children? What did they do that they have to clean faeces of their children? They have to 
carry them in the womb for 9 months. Why do they have to bear such a great burden to give birth to those souls? It is because in the previous 
birth some wall arose in efforts and the children gain victory over the mother and father in some previous birth, then they came to them and 
became their children. One takes birth where one gained victory. So, the souls of Radha and Krishna gained victory in the shooting period of 
the Golden Age in the Confluence Age. Because of their gaining victory, those ones will go there and become servants in the form of the 
mother and father – the first class servant. The same in case of 8 patranis. They will also have to become assistants* going around that great 
queen. This concerns the Confluence Age. It is because there is the great queen (maharani) of the world; therefore there will certainly be 
queens (ranis). For this reason it was said here, ‘All of you are Miras.’ Why was it said like this? [Students: They drink poison.] They drink 
poison? How? If they wandered here and there even a little bit through the thoughts of the mind… For this reason Baba repeatedly says… 
What? Remember only me alone. Don’t remember anyone else except for me alone! You mustn’t remember in an adulterated way. Sins of 
those who remember [me] in an unadulterated way will be reduced to ashes. Sins of those who remember in an adulterated way won’t be 
reduced to ashes. They will increase even more. On one side they are forming the relationship with the Supreme Soul Father and they are 
remembering him, on the other side they are remembering others. So, they drunk poison, didn’t they? They committed a sin, didn’t they? The 
burden of sins increases.  

So, it was said, ‘You leave the Iron Aged sense of public shame, then look, how much quarrels increase!?’ What was said? When 
you, Miras, leave the Iron Aged sense of public shame…. What is its sense of public shame and code of conduct? She has to definitely make 
a man her husband. This world is dirty. If you don’t make some man a protector of your life, you cannot be safe. You will have to become a 
prostitute. For this reason the tradition of marriage became strong – a marriage of a young girl must be definitely arranged; she cannot stay at 
home. You Miras are not to get bound by that public sense of shame. Why? Why aren’t  you to get bound? Hm? [A student is saying 
something.] Our tradition is different. All our relationships are with one Supreme Soul Father, not with anyone else. It doesn’t matter, 
whether the world accepts this or not. The world will not accept the form of the Supreme Soul Father himself. They will not recognise his 
form. Since the world didn’t recognise the form of the Supreme Soul, it will definitely defame him that he is a pervert (lampat). Who? He is 
not the Supreme Soul. Who is he? He is a disgraced pervert who deceives women. They will not look at him with an elevated vision. He is 
carrying on with his job. He is not the one who protects. They will look at him with this eye. The reason of that they look at him like this is 
that the tradition of the world is different. The world doesn’t know that there are not many relationships in the Brahmin tradition. With whom 
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does one have various relationships? With one father. Very few relationships are here, the foundation of which the father has laid. Which 
relationships? The brother and sister, the mother and father. That’s it! There is no other relationship. If there is some other relationship, then 
with whom? Create all the relationships with one father! All the relationships are contained in this. The main relationships, to which the 
intellect is directed, are the relationship of the father or the relationship of husband. The father is for the children and for the mothers and 
young girls is the special remembrance of the relationship of the husband. So, all these relationships are with the father. For this reason it was 
said here, ‘You don’t like the sense of public shame and the customs of the clan. You renounce the Iron Aged sense of public shame.’ Then, 
look how much quarrels increase!? The more you renounce the sense of public shame, you renounce it staying in the atmosphere of 
Madhuban, the more will quarrel increase. Why? Why will it increase? Why will it increase? Shouldn’t it increase, because all of them here 
are brothers and sisters? The drishtiiv of the brother and sister certainly deceives too. The eyes are very deceiving organs. The eyes deceive 
the most. If someone didn’t control them totally, if the drishti got out of control a little, the drishti of the man and woman becomes vicious 
indeed. It was said in the murli.  

So, the father gave you the Shrimat, ‘Lust is the greatest enemy; gain victory over it!’ Put this picture in front of those who are 
going to become the ones who conquer the world. Which is the picture of the ones who conquer the world to be put in front? [A student is 
saying something.] You receive advice from the unlimited father. From whom do you receive advice to gain victory over lust? From one 
father. From the unlimited father. How can peace be established in the world? Peace and happiness can be established, when all the souls of 
the world create all the relationships with one father. Then, it will become peace and happiness. Why? It is because they started to create 
relationships with many since the Copper Age. So, what did the situation become like? It came to degradation; restlessness increased, sorrow 
increased. So, happiness and peace will come, when we create the relationships with one. How will peace and happiness be there? He gave a 
method, ‘By saying “the deity of peace” (shanti deva) the father himself is remembered.’ Why did he say ;deity’? He should say, ‘The Giver 
of Peace God’. Why was God called a deity? It is because in reality, the body into which the Supreme Soul Father comes and he performs 
tasks through that body, he is in the form of the resident of the subtle world Shankar – the deity stable in the subtle stage, the deity residing in 
the subtle world, not a Golden Aged deity, but a deity residing in the subtle world. So, by saying ‘the deity of peace’ (shanti deva) the father 
himself is remembered. The father himself comes and establishes peace in the world every cycle. It is because of increasing the duration of 
the cycle, the human beings are lying asleep in the sleep of Kumbhkaran. The Brahmins didn’t increase the duration of the cycle. Do the 
Brahmins say that the duration of the cycle is now very long? Is there any Brahmin in the world of the root-souls (adharmuth atma) or in the 
world of the seed-souls (bij stma), who would say now that the duration of the cycle is very long; that the world is not going to be destroyed? 
[Students: No.] Don’t they say like this? Therefore why do they constantly build so many high and big palaces and buildings? Hm? They 
don’t say it through the mouth, but their behaviour proves that this world is not going to be destroyed now. Man doesn’t believe so much in 
the language of the mouth, but he believes, when he sees practical behaviour. So, they are laying asleep in the sleep of Kumbhkaran. The 
path of devotion is the path of degradation. Knowledge will be called the path of the true salvation. If you say something like this in the 
exhibition, they will start to abuse you. Who? Who will start to abuse you? Gurus who arrange marriages. They will surrender a young girl 
and they will hand her over to some man, ‘He himself will take care of you; go and manage the centre!’ No human being can bring about the 
true leberation (sadgati) of a young girl; he cannot protect her fully. It is because what is the world like? It is the world of Ravan. It is the 
world of those who adulterate others. For this reason the Supreme Soul Father says, ‘If you say something like this…’ Something like what? 
‘That you have opened a house of curse (khosghar); you haven’t opened a house for pilgrims (dharmshala); you haven’t opened centres – 
these are houses of curse which ignited fire….’ What does ‘house of curse’ mean? [A student is saying something.] Money has been 
collected and brothel is going on there. Young unmarried girls are being cursed there in the company of various people. So, this is a house of 
curse. If you say like this, you will definitely be abused. They will start abusing you. It is the truth, isn’t it? What? Houses of curse have been 
opened. Are the preparations (upakram) to create the relationship with one being made or are the preparations to create relationships with 
many being made there? Is a happily married woman (sadhva) being created there or is a prostitute being created? In the entire world the 
activities (pravritti) of creating prostitutes are going on – starting from the world of the Brahmins ending in the world of 5 billions.  

So, these are knowledge and the religious devotion. Now indifference and detachment (vairag) from devotion has arisen in you. 
Indifference and detachment from traditions of devotion has arisen in you. It is because devotion comes through bodily religious gurus. The 
occupation of gurus is to arrange marriages. They themselves will remain pure, but they will arrange marriages of others. They will say, 
‘Remain in the household.’ Why? How will they fill their stomachs? The Supreme Soul Father is unlimited member of household. He 
himself stays in household and he gives this teaching to others, ‘What should you do, if, heaven forbid, your marriage took place while you 
are in knowledge? Remain together with your husband! Don’t leave him!’ Why? Because those, who will develop a habit of leaving in the 
worldly sphere (laukik) after coming to knowledge, will definitely betray the Supreme Soul Father. So, don’t lay a foundation like this. The 
mothers have to maintain the relationship. All right, if the husband gives permission, take the permission letter and get involved in the 
father’s work, belong to the father. Have the father come to create household or has he come to destroy household? [Students: To create 
household.] He has come to give the teaching of the path of household. Then why should he break the household life? So, this is the 
unlimited indifference and detachment (vairag).There is difference between knowledge and the religious devotion. All these issues are to be 
explained. First of all, bring about that they have strong faith, ‘He is our father as well as teacher; then how can a teacher be omnipresent?’ 
You children know how the father comes and teaches us? You know his biography*. [Students are saying something.] If you know, why do 
you say, ‘Narrate the biography to us!?’ [A student is saying something.] You know his biography. The father comes to make paradise of 
hell. What is the main target of his life [lit: biography*]? [Students: To make paradise of hell.] What does he have to make of the world of 
hell where the worms are restless, bite each other and adulterate others? [Students: He has to create paradise.] He has to create an 
unadulterated paradise. He has to create the House of Shiva (Shivalaya). In the House of Shiva all the deities – the statues – are placed 
around and Shiva was shown in the middle. Whom do all of them worship? One or many? [Students are saying something.] They worship 
one. So, that is the House of Shiva. And the place, where there is worship of many, is brothel.  

He is a teacher; then he takes [us] along with him. The soul is imperishable. After playing his entire role, he goes home. What was 
said? 
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i Tamopradhan – the stage of the soul and matter dominated by darkness and impurity. 
ii Maharathi – literally an elephant- rider; here it refers to a great effort makers. 
iii  Vidharmi – the souls belonging to the religions different to the religion of the father. 
iv Drishti – the eyes; the way of seeing the world, the other people as the result of the quality of thoughts, vibrations of the mind. 
 
------------------------- 
 
* words which Baba uses in English 
[xxx] words that are added in the translation for the better understanding of the English sentences.  
(xxxx) – terms in Hindi 
 
This text is a draft of translation prepared for ShivBaba’s final approval. 


